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						In 2014, with support from The William Penn Foundation, Reinvestment Fund conducted an initial analysis of the supply of and demand for child care in Philadelphia to identify areas of the city where targeted investments could help address shortages of high-quality child care. Now in its eighth update, Reinvestment Fund’s 2021 childcare analysis provides updated estimates to track the change over time in the supply of, demand for, and shortages in child care.

This report presents the results of descriptive and spatial analyses of the child care landscape in Philadelphia in 2021 as the economy was beginning to re-open. It details both short- and long-term changes in the supply of, demand for, and gaps in care; the year-to-year changes from 2020 to 2021, as well as shifts since the first analyses were conducted in 2014.

The series of reports, including the most recent, are available as the reports are published.
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	Scaling a Woman-led Nonprofit that Reconnects People with Jobs and Income
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							About Reinvestment Fund

							Reinvestment Fund is a mission-driven financial institution committed to making communities work for all people. We bring financial and analytical tools to partnerships that work to ensure that everyone has access to essential opportunities: affordable places to live, access to nutritious food and health care, schools where their children can flourish, and strong, local businesses that support jobs. We use data to understand markets, communities, and impediments to opportunity—and how investment and policy decisions can have the most powerful impact. Since our inception in 1985, Reinvestment Fund has provided over $3 billion in financing to strengthen neighborhoods, scale social enterprises, and build resilient communities.

Reinvestment Fund is an equal opportunity provider.

Email: info@reinvestment.com

For information on investing: Call 215.574.5819 or email invest@reinvestment.com.

For media inquiries, email media@reinvestment.com.
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